More Carrot or Less Stick: Organically Improving Student Time Management With Practice Tasks and Gamified Assignments
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ABSTRACT
Students often struggle with time management. They delay work on assignments for too long and/or allocate too little time for the tasks given to them. This negatively impacts their performance, increases stress, and even leads some to switch majors. As such, there is a wealth of previous research on improving student time management through direct intervention. In particular, there is a heavy focus on having students start assignments earlier and spend more time-on-task – as these metrics have been shown to positively correlate with student performance. In this paper, however, we theorize that poor student time management (at least in CS) is often due to confounding factors – such as academic stress – and not a missing skill set. We demonstrate that changes in assignment design and style can cause students to organically manage their time better. Specifically, we compare two alternative designs – a low risk preparatory assignment and a highly engaging gamified assignment – against a conventional programming assignment. While the conventional assignment follows common trends, students do better on the alternative designs and exhibit novel behavior on the usual metrics of earliness of work and time-on-task. Of note, on the preparatory assignment, time-on-task is negatively (albeit weakly) correlated with performance – the opposite of what is standard in the literature. Finally, we provide takeaways and recommendations for other instructors to use in their own approaches and research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As instructors, we love seeing students learn and grow and are disheartened when circumstances conspire to impede their success. As researchers, we are interested in analyzing both the highest highs and the lowest lows to see how we can further develop our craft to produce more of the good and less of the bad. In this spirit, we believed that gamification could help better motivate and engage students in the educational process and, to this end, developed our own in-house gamified learning platform to teach students. We designed it initially to motivate students to learn cybersecurity techniques by hacking a real game, but it subsequently grew into a fully-featured learning platform. Of note, the latest iteration included a secure automated grading system for standard coding exercises. This system regularly logs student activity, providing us an opportunity to learn more about student behavioral patterns.

Students distribute work across an assignment period in different ways. Previous research suggests how they do so can have a major impact on their performance. If the impact is too negative, it can even lead to students dropping out of computer science altogether [1, 22]. There are many aspects to this connection – student ability, time management strategies, environmental concerns, cognitive factors, etc. – and each can produce different results upon analysis [8, 9, 15, 27]. In this paper, we focus on the impact of student time management, since our grader logs provide us a detailed picture of student activity and can thus provide valuable insight.

For time management, there are two major factors that research suggests have a significant effect on student performance: how early a student works on an assignment (earliness) and how long they spend on it (time-on-task) [13, 14]. However, in our intervention, we discovered that student behavior can vary greatly across different styles of assignments. While earliness and time-on-task may predict student performance on a conventional assignment, a preparatory or gamified assignment can produce very different results. In fact, under certain circumstances, the positive correlation between time-on-task and performance can even be inverted! All in all, our results suggest student time management can be organically improved by either increasing engagement with gamification (more carrot) or lowering risk with practice tasks (less stick).

Our Contributions. We analyze the popular metrics of earliness and time-on-task in our own intervention and examine their impact on student performance. In doing so, we discover a number of caveats with the conventional wisdom on the topic. We demonstrate that a low risk preparatory assignment with practice tasks graded as a bonus and a highly engaging gamified assignment graded normally can organically improve student time management and performance. Furthermore, on the preparatory assignment, time-on-task was negatively (albeit insignificantly) correlated with performance,
challenging the strong positive correlation generally found in the literature [14]. In contrast, a conventional assignment is observed to follow common trends, highlighting the significance of assignment design. We suggest one key difference between assignments is the amount of academic stress produced and finish with recommendations other instructors can apply in their own courses.

2 RELATED WORK

There is a plethora of research on student time management both in computer science and outside it. This includes detailed reports on observed behaviors and their effects [8, 15, 23, 25] along with interventions designed to improve areas of concern [2, 6, 11, 12, 19]. In our system, we pay particular attention to the metrics of earliness and time-on-task, so works with a special focus on those are the most germane to our interests.

Work by Leinonen et al. [13] best addresses the metric of earliness. It summarizes the relevant research and highlights the general consensus that students who work earlier perform better. The authors then test this theory in a course of their own. While they observe a positive correlation between earliness and grade, they note that even among those who started a day before the deadline, the most common grade was 5 (the highest). Thus, they argue that a simple correlation is likely an inadequate explanation. We build upon this work by demonstrating more anomalous results and providing a possible explanation.

For time-on-task, the current state of the art is also by Leinonen et al. [14]. In it, they compare coarse- and fine-grained metrics of time-on-task and their relationship with student performance. They measure coarse-grained time-on-task using the time elapsed from first keystroke to first submission and then remove all breaks between keystrokes of 10 minutes or more to obtain their fine-grained time-on-task metric. Fine-grained time-on-task is shown to be universally better than coarse-grained at predicting performance, and they use it to predict final course grades with 93% accuracy (via a random forest classifier). Like them, we also account for breaks in our time-on-task metric, though ours are coarser due to a difference in activity metric (we did not track activity to the level of keystrokes). In contrast, we find time-on-task to be a frail metric that does not always correspond well to performance, which highlights potential caveats with the state-of-the-art understanding.

3 METHODOLOGY

The context for our analysis is a Fall 2021 iteration of the Introduction to Computer Security course at UNC Chapel Hill (59 students – 51 males, 8 females). During that semester, there were three distinct styles of assignments: preparatory assignments, highly gamified assignments, and conventional assignments. Students were assigned a grade of S, A, B, C, or F on each assessment, where an S signifies completion of bonus tasks above and beyond those needed for an A.

All student work took place within our overarching gamified learning platform, Riposte [18]. We received IRB approval and student consent to use the collected data for research purposes [16].

We use this data to test previous work on the topic of time management and analyze whether our three different styles of assignments change anything. Additionally, we noted that students who start too late run out of time, spending less time on the task and achieving a lower grade than they otherwise would. We theorized this could lead to a correlation between time-on-task and performance simply as a by-product of a correlation between earliness and performance. That is, students who start late will necessarily spend less time and therefore perform worse (i.e., decreased earliness, time-on-task, and grade) whereas those who started early can spend more and perform better (i.e., increased earliness, time-on-task, and grade). This produced three research questions:

(RQ1) Do students who work on assignments earlier and/or spend more time-on-task perform better?

(RQ2) Does assignment design effect student behavior?

(RQ3) Are earliness and time-on-task interrelated?

Assignment Differences

For our analysis, we chose one preparatory, one gamified, and one conventional assignment out of all those in the course to analyze. We pick them because they best represented their category.

Preparatory assignments serve as low-risk assessments of necessary prerequisites. Missing prerequisites can cause a student to perform badly on an assignment even if they completed the learning objective. For example, a student may have trouble communicating over a WebSocket and this may inhibit them from completing an online password guessing assignment even if they learned how to generate good password candidates. Preparatory assignments help mitigate this by highlighting what areas students need to review to prepare for subsequent normal assignments. In structure, our preparatory assignments resemble more the practice task model of Denny et al. [5] rather than the simplified assessments of Edwards et al.’s syntax exercises [7] or Parsons Problems [21]. Grades on preparatory assignments do not impact the student’s overall course grade. Instead, receiving an A (or S) will guarantee the student a minimum of a C- on the subsequent normally graded assignment.

Gamified assignments are completely unlike preparatory and conventional assignments — they are centered around completing challenges through cheat-based gameplay rather than finishing normal programming exercises. For example, in the one we analyze, students hack a 2D action web game by modifying its code using browser developer tools. These hacks augment their game character’s ability, allowing them to overcome previously impossible obstacles within the game to earn trophies and improve their standing on the learning platform’s leaderboard. Students receive a conventional grade based on the number of trophies they earn. Students also use their hacks in a post-assignment tournament to see who developed the most game-breaking cheats.

Finally, our conventional assignments are standard programming assignments with test-suite-based automatic grading. However, they are also semi-structured and exploratory, reflecting our field of cybersecurity. For example, the one we analyze here covers offline password guessing. Students perform trial-and-error production of password candidates while also optimizing their code so that it does not use too much memory or take too long to complete. Thus, it is worth keeping in mind that some of the differences we observe between the preparatory and conventional assignment may be due to the difference in complexity between the two.

Assessing Earliness

There are multiple ways to measure the earliness of a student’s work. One way is to simply measure the start of student’s activity on
the assignment (e.g., in our case, first log entry or first submission) [8, 11, 13]. This can be problematic. Students can take a quick look at the assignment, maybe even solve some problems they find simple, submit, and not come back until the assignment is almost due. Similarly, another way is to analyze the final time of submission [8, 11, 19]. If students can submit multiple times, this can also be problematic, as students who started early and completed most of the assignment may return late to add a few finishing touches. This is an acute concern in our scenario, since each assignment has extra tasks a student can complete to earn bragging rights (e.g., a higher place on a leaderboard) and are thus incentivized to work on the assignment past the time needed to perform well.

A distinctly different way to measure earliness is to count how many days a student worked on the assignment. This connects with the notion of the spacing effect, which suggests students distributing work over multiple days improves performance [13, 27, 28]. Students who start very late will necessarily spend less days on an assignment. Nevertheless, research has shown students who start very early and work many days can still perform worse, and students who work only a single day can still do very well [13].

Therefore, to create a good balance between earliness and workload, we measure earliness by recording the offset from the deadline of an assignment’s relevant event (code submission or game connection) and compute the mean over all such events. A similar approach is also used by Rao [23]. We term this metric the mean submission time or mean connection time depending on the event used. We use two different events because students do not submit anything on the gamified assignment. Instead, task completion is monitored in-game and grades are automatically assigned when the relevant requirements are met. Students complete tasks by leveraging modifications they make to the game client. To apply these modifications, students need to refresh their browser and establish a new game connection. Therefore, like each new submission, each new connection serves as a test of a student’s code, making it a great parallel to submission on the gamified assignment.

Measuring Time-on-Task

We measure time-on-task through the proxy metric of total interaction time. Interaction time is the time difference between log entries of the grading system. Total interaction time is the sum of all such time differences, but with a caveat: to account for breaks, we exclude interaction times above a certain threshold (the break threshold) when summing them – an approach also taken by previous work [23]. A longer threshold has a higher chance of false negatives (including shorter breaks as long work sessions) while a shorter threshold has a higher chance of false positives (excluding long work sessions as breaks). From experimenting with different thresholds, we observed that the break threshold setting has a major impact on the resulting analysis.

To determine an appropriate threshold, we compared the distribution of total interaction times for different thresholds with the students’ self-reported time-on-task from their responses on a post-assignment survey. Since our objective time-on-task metric only measures the time the students were actively coding and not time they may have spent thinking, researching, or otherwise focused on the assignment, we expected the measured time-on-task to be less than the self-reported time-on-task. Considering this, we chose a break threshold of 30 minutes, as this resulted in interaction times that best approximated the self-reported time-on-task without overshooting it (see Figure 1). Our break threshold is higher than previous work [14] because we have a coarser metric for activity (log entries versus keystrokes).

Figure 1: A comparison of the observed time-on-task of students for the conventional assignment with a 30 minute break threshold (left) versus the self-reported time-on-task on the survey (right).

4 DATA ANALYSIS

For RQ1, we wish to assess whether our observations align with previous research on time management. Thus, following common wisdom [8, 13, 23], we hypothesize that a significant number of students will work on their assignments close to the deadline (Hypothesis 1a), and we expect that students who work close to the deadline tend to perform worse (Hypothesis 1b). In particular, due to the danger of running out of time, students who work in the last few days perform the worse (Hypothesis 1c). Also, for time-on-task, we expect time-on-task will have a significant positive effect on student performance (Hypothesis 1d).

For RQ2, we theorize that academic stress is a leading cause of poor time management. It has been shown that gamification can increase engagement [4] and thereby reduce stress [3]. Similarly, we expect the preparatory assignment’s low risk nature to also reduce stress. Thus, we hypothesize that student time management on the gamified assignment will align more closely with the preparatory assignment than with the conventional assignment (Hypothesis 2).

Finally, for RQ3, we expect earliness will have a significant impact on time-on-task if and only if many students delay their work too late (Hypothesis 3), since students who work too late will run out of time, reducing their time-on-task.

Earliness. If students submit primarily submit close to the deadline, the distribution of submission times will be exponential (i.e., many times close to the deadline of 0 and few out on the tail). Thus, to see if they did so (Hypothesis 1a), we analyze whether the mean submission times fit such a distribution. Since we provided in-class time to work on the preparatory assignment when it was handed out, we removed this time period from the data used in our analyses.

We applied an Anderson-Darling statistical test to determine whether we can reject the null hypothesis that the mean submission times come from an exponential distribution. We used an A-D test for this because, of the three standard goodness of fit tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Anderson-Darling, and Cramer-von-Mises), the A-D test best handles distributions which may have fat tails (e.g., exponential distributions). We found that, for the preparatory assignment, we could reject the A-D hypothesis at a significance
level of 1% ($A^2 = 2.56 > \text{critical value} = 1.94$). For the conventional assignment, we could not reject the hypothesis even at a significance level of 15% ($A^2 = 0.71 < \text{critical value} = 0.91$). This indicates that students submitted the conventional assignment close to the deadline, while they submitted earlier on the preparatory assignment, providing evidence for Hypothesis 1a on the conventional assignment but not the preparatory assignment.

To see if students’ submission behavior affected their assignment grade (Hypothesis 1b), we computed the correlation coefficient (two-sided Pearson’s r) between their mean submission time and their final grade on the assignment. We found a statistically significant positive correlation for the conventional assignment ($r = 0.44$, $p = 0.0007$), but a weaker and less significant correlation for the preparatory assignment ($r = 0.40$, $p = 0.002$). Additionally, students worked earlier (by the A-D test) and performed significantly better (by Welch’s t-test: $t = 6.58$, $p < 0.0001$) on the preparatory assignment than on the conventional assignment – the mean grade improved from a B to an A. This supports Hypothesis 1b and suggests that the earlier students work, the better they tend to do, but with diminishing returns (since improving on an A is not that useful). Figure 2 helps illustrate all this.

![Figure 2: A box plot of students’ mean submission times categorized by their final grade on the assignment.](image)

To determine whether submitting in the last few days was particularly significant (Hypothesis 1c), we split the students in two based on their mean submission time and a threshold (12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 hours before the deadline) then computed the correlation coefficient (two-sided Pearson’s r) between mean submission time and grade of the two subsets for each threshold. We also performed a two-sided Welch’s t-test of two independent samples (which, unlike Student’s t-test has no assumption of equal variance) between the two subsets to test whether the average grade differed significantly.

For the preparatory assignment, there was no significant difference between the subsets at any threshold. This aligns with the observation that students were not frequently submitting during the last few days of the preparatory assignment and with its overall weak correlation between mean submission time and grade. In contrast, for the conventional assignment, we found that a split on 48 or 60 hours led to similar sized subsets that differed significantly. 28 students had a mean within the 48 hours and 29 did not (and vice versa for 60) and there was a statistically significant ($t_{48} = 4.20$, $t_{60} = 4.05$, $p < 0.001$) difference in performance between the subsets but an insignificant, weak correlation ($r < 0.15$, $p > 0.50$) between mean submission time and performance within them.

In other words, students who mostly submitted within two days of the conventional assignment’s deadline performed worse (had a median grade of B) whereas those who submitted earlier did better (had a median grade of A). Furthermore, within each group, how early or late one submitted was not statistically significant. This provides evidence for Hypothesis 1c and supports our theory that many students started the conventional assignment too late and ran out of time, hurting their grade. Conversely, students worked earlier on the preparatory assignment, giving them more than enough time to do well on the assessment.

Gamification. To analyze whether gamified assignment was more like the preparatory or the conventional (Hypothesis 2), we compared them. Figure 3 plots the mean connection time as a histogram and as a box plot categorized by grade, paralleling Figure 4b & 2.

![Figure 3: The mean time the students connected to the game on the gamified assignment as a histogram (left) and as a boxplot categorized by grade (right). The weekend (Saturday/Sunday) is days 3-5.](image)

The data, as expected, is observed to more closely align with that of the preparatory assignment than the conventional assignment. Specifically, the mean submission time across students was 3.6 days on the preparatory assignment and 2.9 days on the conventional assignment, whereas the mean connection time across students was 3.8 days on the gamified assignment (i.e., similar to the preparatory). Also, like the preparatory assignment, the distribution across days is not exponential even at a 15% significance level by an A-D test ($A^2 = 5.00 > \text{critical value} = 1.94$).

We also computed the correlation coefficient (two-sided Pearson’s r) between the mean connection time and the grade on the gamified assignment. The correlation ($r = 0.27$, $p = 0.039$) was much weaker than the correlation between mean submission time and grade on both the preparatory assignment ($r = 0.40$, $p = 0.002$) and the conventional assignment ($r = 0.44$, $p = 0.0007$).

All in all, student time management on the gamified assignment was more like the preparatory assignment than the conventional assignment even though it was normally graded. This supports Hypothesis 2 and indicates that the low risk nature of the preparatory assignment is not necessary to reproduce the improvement in student time management seen there. In fact, a highly gamified yet normally graded assignment can produce even stronger results. This provides evidence for our theory that academic stress is the cause of students’ poor time management and that assignments with high engagement (more carrot) or low risk (less stick) can mitigate stress and thereby improve time management.

Does Metric Matter? With some results in hand, we wished to test whether our choice of metric for submission time was a good one, as there were many other alternatives – first submission time [8,
11, 13], last submission time [8, 11, 19], number of days worked [13, 27, 28], etc. To begin, we compared the distribution of first submission times (the most popular metric of earliness) with that of mean submission times (our metric). See Figure 4.

The first submission times suggested most everyone worked early on the preparatory assignment. The mean submission times, however, showed that workloads were more uniformly distributed across the period. Similarly, while first submission times suggested that students’ earliness was relatively uniformly distributed across the conventional assignment, the mean submission time indicated that most of their work was crammed into the final few days.

Next, we computed the correlation coefficients (two-sided Pearson’s r) between the popular metrics of earliness and the student’s grade and compared them to results we obtained for mean submission time. On the preparatory assignment, where few students started late, we found a statistically significant positive correlation (\(r = 0.36, p = 0.007\)). Conversely, on the conventional assignment, where many students started late, we found a statistically significant positive correlation (\(r = 0.31, p = 0.02\)). This supports Hypothesis 3 and provides evidence for our theory that students running out of time is a significant confounding factor in time-on-task analysis.

While our results are contrary to common wisdom [14], our theory that earliness and time-on-task are interrelated (RQ3) may help explain them. To verify that earliness impacts time-on-task, we computed the correlation coefficient (two-sided Pearson’s r) between mean submission time and total interaction time. On the preparatory assignment, where few students started late, we found a statistically significant positive correlation (\(r = -0.36, p = 0.008\)). Conversely, on the conventional assignment, where many students started late, we found a statistically significant positive correlation (\(r = 0.31, p = 0.02\)). This supports Hypothesis 3 and provides evidence for our theory that students running out of time is a significant confounding factor in time-on-task analysis.

However, it is not the only factor. We also computed the correlation coefficient (two-sided Pearson’s r) between mean submission time and total interaction time for the gamified assignment and found a statistically significant positive correlation (\(r = 0.28, p = 0.031\)). Despite few students starting late, how early one worked still had a significant impact on time-on-task, contradicting Hypothesis 3. Furthermore, we also found a statistically significant positive correlation between total interaction time and grade (\(r = 0.29, p = 0.03\)). Lower performing students spent less time on the assignment, despite working early enough to spend more.

We have two explanations for why this is. First, many lower performing students simply chose to spend less time, presumably satisfied with their grade. For example, despite B students working days before the deadline, some only spent a few hours on the assignment (see Figure 6). Second, in previous work, we found that the gamified assignment was highly engaging and students continued playing the game long after what was required to achieve...
full marks [17]. As students who were heavily engaged were also shown to perform better, increased engagement increases time-on-task and performance, producing a correlation between the latter two. Furthermore, the earlier a heavily engaged students starts, the longer they can play, producing a correlation between earliness and time-on-task. Therefore, engagement is another significant confounding factor in time-on-task analysis.

Figure 6: Boxplots of the student’s mean connection time (left) and time-on-task (right).

5 DISCUSSION
Earliness of work and time-on-task are often cited as key factors in determining student performance [13, 14]. Our results indicate that, while earliness and time-on-task do often correlate with student performance, the correlations do not always hold, can even be inverted, and there are many confounding factors to consider.

Earliness. The earlier students work, the better they tend to do. However, truly poor performance primarily correlates with running out of time. If students give themselves the time to work they need, how early they start is less important (i.e., it merely allows refinement of an already high score).

Like Leinonen et al. [13], we note that students can still work relatively late and succeed. Therefore, placing too much emphasis on earliness can be unwise. Instead, we suggest analyzing why students delay work too late and considering how to stop it.

Stress. Students know procrastination is a problem and research has shown that verbal reinforcement of this fact does not significantly change their behavior [23]. Instead, prior work highlights that incentives must be built into the design of assessments to improve student time management [19]. Existing interventions focus on coercing students to start early and work often using strategies like intermittent scheduled feedback [6], limited daily submissions [11], and time management visualizations [10].

We, however, conjecture that most students already know how to manage their time well; they simply do not do so. We base this on our results, where student’s time management varied across assignments and was actually quite good on some. Instead, we theorize that students delay work because of stress and dread. This stress can be reduced by providing less stick (lower risk) or more carrot (fun and engagement). Hence, students worked early on the low-risk preparatory assignment and the highly engaging gamified assignment, but delayed the stressful conventional assignment.

To our knowledge, there is little research investigating the use of assignment or course design to reduce stress and thereby improve time management and avoid procrastination. In fact, the intervention in Irwin et al. [11] notably increased student frustration. In contrast, there is substantial psychology research on academic stress, its causes, and its relation with time management and procrastination [2, 20, 24], but there is little insight on how one should structure a course to reduce it. Therefore, we recommend further research into this area and suggest designing assignments with more carrot and/or less stick.

Time-on-Task. Earliness, engagement, and/or skill disparities can confound time-on-task statistics. Students who start late can run out of time, spending less time and receiving lower grades on an assignment than they otherwise would have. Furthermore, even if they have ample time to do more, some students may choose to spend only the time needed to achieve the minimum grade they require. Conversely, if students enjoy their work and are motivated to continue even after achieving the highest marks, they will spend more time on the assignment than necessary. Finally, if students who know the material well can finish quickly while those who are still learning need more time, the correlation between time-on-task and performance may even be negative.

Considering these caveats, we find time-on-task to be an ambiguous metric and we recommend that time-on-task be decomposed into its constituent factors rather than analyzed as a whole. For example, in Leinonen et al. [14], the machine learning model for predicting performance from time-on-task was much more accurate than simple linear correlations. It may be that the model learned similar caveats to improve its predictions.

6 CONCLUSION
Students can struggle with time management, and we have examined the impact that different assignment styles can have on this behavior. On a conventional assignment, students followed common wisdom: most students worked on the assignment close to the deadline and earliness and time-on-task were strongly correlated with performance. However, on a preparatory or gamified assignment, many students started and finished early, and the correlation with performance was weaker and less significant. Furthermore, on our preparatory assignment, time-on-task was negatively (although insignificantly) correlated with performance, clearly defying standard expectations.

Our results suggested that student time management is more complex than previously understood, so we presented the theory that one key element in this equation is academic stress. If an assignment causes too much stress, students delay it; otherwise, they organically manage their time better. Gamified assignments and preparatory assignments reduce stress either by increasing engagement (more carrot) or reducing risk (less stick). In contrast, on a conventional assignment, stress makes them delay work on it, sometimes for so long that they run out of time and underperform.

Regardless of whether our explanation is correct, we hope instructors can use our results to organically improve student time management in their own courses. Expanding on the idea that preparatory assignments help, one might preface a complex task with simpler practice tasks, e.g., following an approach like that of Denny et al. [5]. Alternatively, one may seek to increase student engagement through gamification [4]. Or, like us, one may use a combination of the two [17, 26].